
Institutional IT staff identify 
or confirm a security 

incident
Is it a malicious email?

Forward email to 
spam@uis.cam.ac.uk

CSIRT follows 
malicious email 

incident process 

Does the institution require 
incident support from 

CSIRT?
No

Institution investigates 
incident following local 

processes

Send CSIRT a support 
request message

CSIRT responds within 4 
working hours

Incident closed

Yes

User suspects a 
security incident

User reports incident to 
their institutional IT 

support service

Institution sends CSIRT an 
incident notification 

message

IT Cyber-Security Incident Process - Reporting incidents for institutions

Institution sends CSIRT 
an incident resolved 

message

No
Does it require 

advice from CSIRT?
Yes

Yes

CSIRT does not 
send a reply

Security incident 
is not created in 

HEAT

Are there major updates 
during the investigate?

Institution resolves incident

Institution sends CSIRT 
an incident update

No

Yes

Who owns the affected 
service?

No

Institution

Send CSIRT a support 
request message

UIS

CSIRT investigates 
incident

CSIRT sends institution 
an incident resolved 

message

Incident closed

CSIRT responds within 4 
working hours

CSIRT provides advice and 
support to institution
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CSIRT identifies an 
incident and sends an 
institution an ALERT 

email

Institution 
undertakes initial 

assessment  

IT Cyber-Security Incident Process - Receiving a CSIRT security alert or advisory

Does the institution 
require incident 

support from CSIRT?

Institution sends 
CSIRT a support 

request message 
within 8 working 

hours

CSIRT provides advice 
and support to 

institution

Institution sends 
CSIRT an incident 

resolved 
notification

Institution investigates 
incident following 
internal process

Yes

No

Institution  provides an 
incident update to CSIRT 
within 8 working hours

Are there major 
updates during the 

investigation?

Institution 
resolves incident

Institution sends 
CSIRT an incident 

update
Yes

No

Note - if no update is 
sent, CSIRT will escalate 

the incident after 8 
working hours

CSIRT identifies an 
incident and sends an 

institution 
an ADVISORY email

Incident closed

Institution 
undertakes initial 

assessment  

Does the institution 
require incident 

support from CSIRT?

Institution sends 
CSIRT a support 

request message

No

Yes
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CSIRT or UIS team 
resolves incident

CSIRT creates a 
HEAT ticket and 

emails the 
institution 
an Alert

Does CSIRT receive a
reply within 8 working 

hours?

Escalate to 
designated 
escalation 

address

Begin contacting Jisc processBegin Major Incident process

Do local IT staff require incident 
support from CSIRT?

CSIRT identifies a 
security Alert

Who delivers the 
affected service?

IT Cyber-Security Incident Process - CSIRT security incident process

UIS

Institution

An institution 
contacts CSIRT

No

Does the institution 
require incident 

support from CSIRT?

CSIRT identifies a 
security Advisory

CSIRT creates a 
HEAT ticket and 

emails the 
institution 

an Advisory

CSIRT provides 
advice and 
support to 
institution

Who delivers the 
affected service?

CSIRT sends 
acknowledgement 

within 4 hours

Institution

Institution sends 
CSIRT an incident 

resolved 
notification

CSIRT begins internal 
UIS incident process

No Yes

Is it a potential Major Incident? Does it require a UIS Announcement? Does it require reporting to Jisc? Is CSIRT the correct reponse team?

Refer incident to correct University 
team e.g. HR, Information Compliance 

Office, CISO
Contact UIS Comms team

CSIRT provides 
advice and 
support to 
institution

CSIRT updates 
institution

Institution 
investigates 

incident following 
internal process

Yes

Institution 
investigates 

incident following 
internal process

Institution sends 
CSIRT an incident 

resolved 
notification

No

Incident closed

Do local IT staff require incident 
support from CSIRT?

CSIRT provides 
advice and 
support to 
institution

Institution 
investigates 

incident following 
internal process

Yes

No

UIS Yes

Institution sends 
CSIRT an incident 

resolved 
notification

CSIRT follows a continuous 
incident assessment process 

throughout the incident lifetime
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